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Description 

In this session, we’ll go through two new BIM 360 APIs that are expected to be released around 
Autodesk University Las Vegas timeframe: Model Coordination and Cost API. This class 
assumes your familiarity with BIM 360 products and basic web programming knowledge, such 
as HTML and REST API. Hands-on experience with Forge APIs will be a plus, but not 
necessary for decision makers. 
 
Disclaimer: This class discusses about Cost APIs, which has not been officially released. Some 
portion of contents in this handout may be subject to change. 
 
Speakers 

 
Don Whittle Joined Autodesk in Feb 2017 as the Software Architect for BIM 360 Model 
Coordination, based in Sheffield, UK and working with teams across BIM 360. Have over 20 
years of experience building distributed client server applications in hosted environments and 
have worked on applications and services in many different verticals for both large enterprises 
and small start-ups. Since 2011 I have been exclusively working with teams developing native 
cross-platform mobile and browser-based web applications running in the cloud on Azure and 
AWS. 
 
Simon Bee is a Senior Software Development Manager in BIM360. He has a Ph.D. in Virtual 
Reality from Loughborough University, UK and a BSc in Computer Science from Manchester 
University, UK. He has worked for a number of companies, consultancies and universities, 

Learning Objectives 

 Understand the latest status of Forge and BIM 360 API  
 Discover what you can do with Model Coordination API 
 Discover what you can do with Cost API 
 Understand the current limitations of Model Coordination and Cost API 
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including BAe Systems, BT Labs, PTC, and Lightwork design. He has been with Autodesk for 8 
years. 
 
Mikako Harada works as an AEC manager for Developer Technical Services team at Autodesk. 
She provides API (Application Programming Interface) technical support for AEC products. Prior 
to joining Autodesk, she worked as a researcher for the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
(ETH) in Zurich. While at ETH, she worked with projects involving the development of web-
based collaborative environment with the Swiss building industry and web-based visualization 
projects for business data archive systems. She was also a researcher at Engineering Design 
Research Center in Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), and Artificial Intelligence Cognitive 
Systems group at General Motors Technical Center. Her interest is in the areas of interactive 
techniques, optimization and layout synthesis. More on her blog.  
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Prerequisites 

This class assumes you have the basic knowledge of Web services and REST API, and 
familiarity of BIM 360 products. Experience with existing Forge API, such as Document 
Management and Viewer will be a plus to understand the discussion in detail.  
 

Agenda 

 BIM 360 Overview 
 Model Coordination API  
 Cost Management API *1 
 Summary  
 Learning more  

 
*1) As of this writing, Cost API is not officially released. We hope to see them released near future.  
 

BIM 360 Overview 

Before diving into API discussion, let’s first look at where we are with BIM 360 family products. 
We have many branded as BIM 360 xxx. Some are standalone products. Some are modules 
built on top another. Some are bundled for purchasing. Some are Forge. Some are not Forge. It 
will be helpful to clarify. Currently, from the product users’ perspective, we have the following 
products under BIM 360 branding:  

 BIM 360 Glue  
 BIM 360 Field 
 BIM 360 Layout 
 BIM 360 Plan 
 BIM 360 Docs 
 BIM 360 Team  
 BIM 360 Ops  
 BIM 360 Design 

 
The figure below depicts the structure of BIM 360 family products as of this writing:   
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BIM 360 Family Products and Modules  

 

In addition, we have so-called “next-gen” or “next generation” modules which are built on-top of 
BIM 360 Docs:  

 Model Coordination  
 Design and Design Collaboration  
 Field Management  

Model Coordination is a feature module that detect clashes among models from different 
disciplines. It is positioned as a successor of BIM 360 Glue; the functionality is similar to BIM 
360 Glues. But it uses a newer technology and is built on top of Docs, taking full advantage of 
having models stored in Docs as data at the center for other modules.  

Design provides a suite of functionalities that ties Revit and BIM 360 Docs. It includes Revit 
Cloud Worksharing (RCW), which allows multi-disciplinary teams to work together during the 
modeling process on Revit, and Design Collaboration module that is built on top of Docs. Revit 
2018.3 and earlier versions of Revit uses BIM 360 Team and Collaboration for Revit (C4R).   

There are two versions of Field Management: BIM 360 Field (a.k.a., Field classic), and Field 
Management module built on top of Docs (a.k.a., “next-gen”). They are sold together as a 
bundle under the name of BIM 360 Build. For our audience, i.e., developer community, it’s 
important to understand that those two are separate products. Cost module is offered as Add-
on for BIM 360 Build.     

In this session, we will be talking about Model Coordination and Cost API. We will come back to 
these topics shortly.  
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BIM 360 and API – Forge vs. non-Forge 
 

When we talk about API with BIM 360, one thing to note is that not every BIM 360 product is 
based on Forge. Not every product has API. Following lists the status of API:  

 BIM 360 Docs (+ anything built on top) – Forge API 
 BIM 360 Team – Forge API 
 BIM 360 Glue – not Forge API except Admin functionality 
 BIM 360 Field – not Forge API except Admin functionality 
 BIM 360 Layout – not Forge API except Admin functionality 
 BIM 360 Plan – no API 
 BIM 360 Ops – no API  

Any APIs which are built on top of Docs, including Issues, Model Coordination and Cost, are 
Forge. Glue and Field have API, but they are not built with Forge.  

 

BIM 360 and Forge – Big Picture 
 

 
A set of Forge APIs that BIM 360 uses 

 

API’s for BIM 360 Docs including modules built on top of Docs is a collection of Forge API’s. 
Forge in turn is a collection of web services that Autodesk uses internally as well to build its own 
product. We often say that BIM 360 Docs is a good example of such a product. There is no 
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single set of APIs specifically for BIM 360 Docs. Following (and figure above) shows a list of 
Forge APIs that you can use with Docs based BIM 360:   

 Authentication (OAuth)  
 Account Admin (BIM 360 API)  
 Data Management API  
 Model Derivative API 
 Viewer 
 Issues API 
 Model Coordination API new! 
 Cost API new! 

 
where two last items in green indicate new that we are going to release soon and subject for our 
session talk. Except the last two items, Model Coordination and Cost API, for all other APIs 
areas listed above, we have a good coverage of learning materials online. Please refer to the 
links at the end of this handouts. This blog post also includes a list of pointers which often help 
answer inquiries about how to get started with Forge API with the context of BIM 360.    
 
With this big picture background, let’s move on to our first main topic, Model Coordination API.   
 
 
Model Coordination API 

 

What is Model Coordination API?   
 
Model Coordination module is built on top of BIM 360 Docs. It allows users to manage merging 
and viewing models and provide Navisworks like clash testing in the cloud.   
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The API that we are about to introduce is the same API that the BIM 360 Model Coordination 
product team uses to build its feature. We are building the product with an “API First” 
philosophy. If you can do it in the product, it’s in the API! The API will be released through 
Autodesk Forge. It is currently, in private beta. A public beta is coming soon.  
 

 
 
 
We present a set of services and APIs that enable developers to aggregate design data in the 
cloud and feed downstream applications and services. 

 Our permission model is loosely coupled to the permission model for design data stored 
in BIM360 docs. This allows developers to coordinate design data in BIM360 without 
compromising the same permission model that is used throughout the product.  

 We enable the developer to invoke clash analysis on the aggregate and we provide a set 
of APIs to read and filter the clash results.  

 We provide APIs to connect the clash analysis to the BIM360 Issues service allowing 
developers to access sophisticated clash issue management.  

 We provide APIs to create and track aggregated subset views to further breakdown 
customers’ design data in BIM360. 

 We provide a property indexing and querying service against the aggregated design 
data, enabling developers to utilize SQL queries to access and filter their data.  

 
Let’s look at how the services can work together.  
Consider the diagram below. For a given project, users can upload model data from AutoCAD, 
Revit and IFC to BIM360 Docs. There they can coordinate their data by identifying model sets 
within their project.  
When new versions of those constituent models are submitted to BIM360, the coordinated 
model set is versioned and operations and analyses are automatically run on that set.  

 Clash analysis is run at zero tolerance on all the model data in a coordinated set. The 
results are then available against that version of the coordinated data. Clash data can be 
filtered or broken down through the APIs. 

 The status of each clash (new, resolved, existing) is available for filtering.  
 Clashes can be filtered into an ignore list (if the specific clash is found in subsequent 

analyses it will be filtered onto this list unless otherwise directed) or tracked using the 
BIM360 issues service.  
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 The coordinated set can itself, be broken down into subset views of the data, either by 
specifying a set of models within the coordinated set or by running a SQL query against 
the set. This view can be used as a lens through which to view the associated BIM data.  

 
  

 
 
 

Let’s look at the concepts and terminology to understand how the API works.  
 

Model Sets 
 

A Model Set is an identifiable set of object content from a BIM project. As such it is perhaps 
better to think of a Model Set as an object-orientated data partition representing a set of interest 
from the perspective of the customer when considering the entire design content of a BIM 
project. This set of interest may be the entirety of all the object-level design content in the 
project or a sub-set of this content. Today the design object content associated with a BIM 
project is delivered as 3D design files containing objects (which can have 2D representations) 
uploaded to the CMS (Content Management System) linked to the project, a.k.a. BIM 360 Docs. 

From an object-oriented design perspective BIM projects are on a continuum where a project 
can be represented by a single design file up to projects where the design is represented by 
100's or even 1000’s of files. Likewise, it is possible to partition this content using single or 
multiple Model Sets. A Model Set may therefore represent the entire design or a sub-set of the 
design. As Model Sets are customer defined, they can be semantically associated with anything 
which makes sense to the project. This could be a building, a project phase or a sub-set of a 
large building e.g. the foundation.  
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If we consider Model Sets as object-oriented data partitions, then it is possible to hang further 
domain concepts off the idea of (sub-)sets of design content in a project. In model coordination 
for example Model Sets are not only used as data partitions but also as boundaries for object-
orientated automated process workflows, e.g. clash detection. In the clash service Model Sets 
are used as the virtual bounding box for the set of objects between which object collisions are 
detected. Clash aside, to properly understand the wider role Model Sets play in BIM 360 it is 
necessary to briefly consider two key additional facets of the Model Set concept as manifest in 
the scope service, namely security and time. 
 

Model Set Permissions 
 
In BIM 360 today access to design file content is controlled via a folder-centric CMS permission 
model implemented in BIM 360 Docs. The Model Set service replaces this permission model 
with its own Model Set-centric permission model to cope with the explosion in the number of 
uniquely identifiable (securable) resources you get when you transcend the boundary of the file 
and begin to consider individual design objects. Instead of adopting the extreme position of 
securing every object in a design file. Permissions set on Model Sets are used to provide a 
lower resolution security construct for controlling access to object-level design data. This allows 
groups of objects in different files to be considered together (aggregated) without needing to 
reconcile the individual originating file permissions or worse still set permissions at the object 
level. By decoupling from the CMS's folder-centric security model, Model Sets offer users a 
simpler Model Set-centric security model, a half-way house between project-level permissions 
and finer grained file-level permissions.  
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Model Set Version 
 
The Model Set service implements Model Sets as a list of folder URNs (content sources) 
beneath which file object content can be obtained. The actual content is represented in the CMS 
by versions of design seed files uploaded into its folders. Thus, a Model Set does not actually 
physically define a set of content, this task is left to a Model Set Version. A Model Set Version is 
thus a specific set of seed file versions in the CMS at a point in time. Or to put it another way, a 
Model Set and its Model Set Versions are akin to a project space and versions of this project 
space through time. As the number of underlying versioned design files representing the project 
space increases in the CMS the number of unique potential versions of this space also grows. 

The creation of Model Set Versions via the Model Sets service can either be manual or 
automatic. In the manual case callers to the Model Set service's API can request the creation of 
a Model Set Version. This will start the Model Set Version creation workflow for a given Model 
Set. This workflow will traverse the folder definition of the Model Set and discover the latest (tip) 
seed file versions for all the valid design content lineages beneath these folders. This immutable 
list of URNs will then be persisted against an incrementing version number as a unique Model 
Set Version. This list of versions is stable through time and due to the immutable nature of the 
underlying CMS can be physically retrieved for as long as the user has not deleted the 
constituent lineage content and associated derivatives. 

Alternatively, Model Set Versions can be automatically created (the default behavior in BIM 360 
model coordination). This process is event driven based on folder changed events from the 
underling CMS which trigger the same Model Set Version creation workflow utilized in manual 
Model Set Version creation. 

Irrespective of whether or not this workflow was started manually or in response to an event the 
Model Set Version creation workflow is serialized at the level of the Model Set, i.e. for any given 
Model Set only a single instance of the create Model Set Version workflow can be executing at 
any point in time. This means if there is an instance of this workflow already executing any 
attempt to start a parallel instance will be ignored ensuring immutable, sequential, consistency 
in Model Set Versions. In the automatic Model Set Version creation process the execution of the 
creation workflow in response to content changed events is therefore non-deterministic, if 
events are received when the workflow is executing for a Model Set then the content which 
triggered the event is not guaranteed to be in the next available Model Set Version. The scope 
service does however guarantee eventual consistency with the "tip" of the CMS if users cease 
changing the content (uploading new file versions). 
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Model Set View 
  
A model set view is a saved sub-set of the model lineages encompassed by a model set which 
can be given a name and a description. Once persisted these "views" can be executed against 
specific model set versions. Model set views can be private or public. Private views are only 
available to the user who defined the view (the owner). When a view is made public it is 
accessible to all project users. When a user lists the views in a container the list is comprised of 
private views which the user created (is the owner of) and any views which have been made 
public by other users associated with the container. Admins see all the issues on a project. 
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Clashes  
 
This is probably the most important feature of Model Coordination API. Clash Test is 
generated per each Model Set Version. By default, clashes test is triggered 
automatically when the user uploads a model and the result is generated. Clash Test 
Results are downloadable JSON resources, which includes three files:  

o scope-version-clash.2.0.0.json.gz 
o scope-version-clash-instance.2.0.0.json.gz 
o scope-version-document.2.0.0.json.gz 

 
Let’s take a look at them one by one.  
 
The first one, scope-version-clash.2.0.0.json.gz, contains a list of clash information, 
where each clash is represented by:  

 { 
id,     clash id  
clash,  a pair of clashing object ids [id1, id2],  
dist,   distance,  
status 

 }   
 
(See the image below.) Here the status is defined as:  
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status (enum) = new/existing/resolved.  
 

 
 

The second file, scope-version-clash-instance.2.0.0.json.gz, contains a list of clash 
instances, where each clash instance is represented by  

{ 
cld,   clash id)   
ldid,  left-side document id 
loid,  left-side object id 
lvid,  left-side viewer element id 
rdid,  right-side document id 
roid,  right-side object id 
rvid   right-side viewer id 

}   
(See the image below.) The combination of these ids allows to identify elements in a 
model in a viewer.  If you are already familiar with Forge viewer, these are urn to a 
document and element id in a viewer.    
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The third, scope-version-document.2.0.0.json.gz, contains a list of documents, where 
each document is represented as:  

{ 
id,   document id  
urn,  urn to a viewable  

 }   
 
 
 

 
 
Putting those together, you can identify objects in models/files, and if needed be able to 
display in a viewer. The picture blow shows the relations among three files and 
elements/models in a viewer.   
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Assigned Clash Grouping 

  
As seen above, we can group related clashes. A clash group may represent a problem 
that requires fixing or may be something that is acceptable or expected. 
If the clash group represents a problem that needs fixing, then it can be assigned to an 
issue in the BIM360 Issues service.  
If the clash group represents an expected set of intersections between objects (e.g., light 
fittings in a ceiling), then the user may choose to ignore these clashes, such that if they 
are detected in subsequent model set versions, they do not get reported. 
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As can be seen in the diagram below we can associate a clash group with an issue ID. 
This is our reference into the BIM360 Issues service. 

 
We don’t end here. We have more.  
 

SQL Indexing  
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When a model set version is created, we index all the available BIM data from the 
design files. We provide APIs to query this index, enabling developers to organize and 
filter the content in the model set version to create specific views of the data.  
 
We enable developers to specify sophisticated queries with the constructs described 
below: 
 

o SELECT … FROM … WHERE … LIMIT 
o AND, NOT, OR, BETWEEN, IN, Comparison (=, >=..) 
o Functions… 

o Aggregate: AVG, SUM, MAX, MIN, COUNT 
o Conditional: COALESCE, NULLIF 
o Conversion: CAST 
o Date & String: DATE_DIFF, TRIM, UPPER, etc. 

 
In the following diagram we show an example query and the results against a model set 
version. In this example we are asking for the first 50 viewable objects. 

 
The diagram below shows how a developer would use the index data and the seed file 
manifest to translate the list of object data above into pointers to items in a viewable 
scene.  
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Sample Applications  
 
In this section, we will show you three use case demo applications using Model Coordination 
API.  
 

VR Integration 
 
The first application is by InsiteVR, Forge partner who has been providing a tool based 
on VR technology in construction field. InsiteVR has experimented Model Coordination 
API during our Forge Accelerator in New York. The image below shows snapshot from 
the demo of their proof of concept application. The idea here is to improve the 
understanding of clashes and provide resolution via VR support for Model Coordination.   
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COURTESY: INSITEVR.  
ANGEL SAY ANGEL@INSIDEVR.COM, WWW.INSITEVR.COM, @INSITEVR 

  

Power BI Integration   
 
The second sample demonstrates exploration of clash results utilizing Clash Version 
Indexing. Clash Data Indexing provides easy access to model data. In this example, we 
use Power BI to visualize it, allowing users to invite exploring clash information in a way 
that canned UI cannot provide.    
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Clash Version Indexing & PowerBI Integration. Written by Don Whittle, Autodesk  

 
This will be available as GitHub code sample.  
 

Clash Bubble Diagram (via Power BI), Viewer and Issues Integration  
 
This samples demonstrates clash counts in a bubble diagram using Power BI. It also 
integrates with other Forge APIs, i.e., Viewer and Issues. We plan to provide this as a 
GitHub sample.  
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Bubble Diagram representation via Power BI, and Integration with Viewer and Issues.  

Written by Xiaodong Liang, Autodesk.   
 
 

Developer Resources 
 
In this section we are going to discuss Developer Resources: SDK, documentation and code 
samples.  

SDK  
For the initial release, we are going to provide SDK with two languages:    

 
o .NET Core nuget packages  
o JavaScript and Node.js 

 
SDK in other languages may be considered depending on demands. Please let us know 
if you need SDK in other languages.  
 

Documentation   
The main documentation will be on https://forge.autodesk.com >> under BIM 360 API 
You will find it alongside other BIM 360 specific API, such as Account Admin and Issues 
API.  
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Note: To show you how close we are :-), we include a snapshot of documentation page 
that we are working on as we speak below. Note: documentation is currently under 
review. The final organization is most likely going to change.   
 

 
 

Code Samples    
You will be happy to know that we have plenty of samples! The product team has done 
wonderful job of providing various samples, which further helped Forge Partner 
Development team to write more. They will be under https://github.com/Developer-
Autodesk/.  
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Here is a list of code samples we are planning to provide:  
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Known Issues and Limitations    
As a developer, it’s also important to be aware about the limitation up front as well. 
 

o Authentication is 3-legged (user context) only.  No 2-legged is supported.  
o API access requires initial Model Coordination admin UI set up.  
o No webhooks “new model set version”  

 
The second item is in part waiting for Admin API enhancements. Setting up model set is 
still possible.    

 
 
Cost Management API 

Another new API which is expected to be available soon is Cost Management API. (We may call 
it as Cost API for simplicity).  
 

Cost Management - What Is It?   
 
The Cost Management module in BIM 360 allows you to manage the cost and budget changes 
to your project. As a project progresses, budgets may change for various reasons. You can use 
the Cost Management module to track these changes, coordinate change orders, and 
understand the financial impact of each change to the project.  
 
The image below shows a typical financial workflow during a project: 
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For more information about Cost Management product feature, please refer to the product help.  
 
The Cost API is REST API that allows developers to access Cost data stored in the Cost 
Management module. Cost data is in a form of table of items. There are relatively clear 
association with UI and data you retrieve through API. Understanding data structure should be 
straight forward. There are a few data types that are referring to another data objects, such as 
contract and member information. Later on, in the example section, we will show you a sample 
that demonstrates simple 2-directional import/export from/to csv file. We expected to provide a 
code sample that shows you how to access these data.  
 
Below are a few snapshots of comparison between UI and API reference guides (currently work 
in progress) for each tab/group in UI.     
 

 
UI AND API REFERENCES COMPARISON: BUDGET 
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UI AND API REFERENCES COMPARISON: CONTRACT 

 
 

 
UI AND API REFERENCES COMPARISON: CHANGE ORDER AND COST ITEMS 

 

Sample Applications  
Let’s take a look at the examples of applications using Cost API. Rather than explaining how to 
access each data items, seeing what our partners has done will give you better ideas what you 
can do with API. The first three are examples from partner integrations, followed by two code 
samples that we have wrote.    
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Sigma Estimates Integration 
The first application is the integration with Sigma Estimate. This integration allows you to 
extract quantity data from a Revit model for 5D estimating in Sigma Estimate and 
synchronize with Cost Management module. Sigma Estimates has been using other 
Forge API’s, such as Viewer. They integrate with them as well.  
 

 
               COURTESY: SIGMA ESTIMATE. MAGNUS THERKILDSEN. SIGMAESTIMATES.COM 

 

RHUMBIX T&M Tracking Mobile and Web Application  
The second application is the integration with RHUMBIX. This application demonstrates 
streamlined T&M (Time and Materials) tracking system for contracts. There are mobile 
and web app. A subcontractor can create a tag or an item that you want to track on a 
mobile device, electrically sign it, and submit to GC (General Contractor). Once it is sent 
to the GC, GC confirms and signs it electrically in a similar manner. The approved 
document is attached to a change order in BIM 360 Cost Management system.   
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COURTESY: RHUMBIX. KAYLA ROCKWELL AND CASPAR YEN. HTTPS://WWW.RHUMBIX.COM 

 

SAP/ERP Data Connector by boomi  
The third application is the integration by Dell Boomi. Boomi provides data connector 
with leading ERP systems, such as SAP. It allows automating data distribution and align 
business processes. The image below shows the user interface mapping budget data 
between BIM 360 Cost and SAP.  
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COURTESY: DELL BOOMI. MAX PARTL. HTTPS://BOOMI.COM 

 

Export and Import Cost Data (GitHub Code Sample)  
This sample is written by Autodesk as a code sample. It will be made available on our 
Autodesk-Forge GitHub site when API is released publicly. The sample demonstrates 
two-way data exchange. You can simply “dump” or export cost data to csv. After 
updating the csv file, you can then import back to Cost module to update cost data. This 
sample will be a good starting point for your integration work.         
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EXPORT AND IMPORT COST DATA. WRITTEN BY ZHONG WU, AUTODESK 

 

Integration and Viewer and Design Automation for Revit (Code Sample)  
 
The last example demonstrates an integration with Forge Viewer and Design Automation 
for Revit. It extracts quantity data from a Revit model using Design Automation and 
feeds the extracted data to Cost module’s budget. You can also take data from budgets 
in the Cost module and updates the web application’s UI. We intend to make this as 
code sample on our Autodesk-Forge GitHub site when API is released publicly. 
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INTEGRATION WITH VIEWER AND DESIGN AUTOMATION FOR REVIT.  
WRITTEN BY ZHONG WU, AUTODESK 

 
 

Developer Resources 
 
Currently, we are working on documentation. By public beta release time, we expected to have:  

 Documentation on Forge developer portal (Developer Guide, Tutorials and References)  
 Postman collection 
 Two GitHub code samples mentioned in the sample application section:  
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Known Issues and Limitations 
 
 Get project members – this is needed for contract information and record activities. 

(Enhancement in Admin API is expected near future.)  
 Activating Cost service – this is needed for automating project set up. (Enhancement in 

Admin API is expected near future.) 
 
 
Summary  

In this session, we introduced two new APIs for BIM 360: Model Coordination and Cost API. 
Model Coordination API allows you to access clash test results to analyze and visualize the 
result. Beyond that, you can also use it to further dig into for insight and explore for new 
possible solution by integrating with tools like PowerBI. Cost API provide a full read/write access 
to data stored in Cost modules, allowing to integrate 3rd party applications. Both APIs are built 
with “API first” and “Built with Forge” philosophy. We are currently working on samples and 
documentation to be ready for public beta releases which we are targeting around or shortly 
after AU Las Vegas.   

 
Learning More  

To learn more, please refer to materials listed below. Note: the documentation for the new APIs 
that have not been released is not available publicly yet as we are still working toward their 
releases. They will be made available through Forge developer portal 
(https://forge.autodesk.com) and GitHub (https://github.com/Autodesk-Forge) when they are 
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releases. We also plan to have additional webinars for developers shortly after APIs are 
released. Stay tuned for further announcement!  
 

Product Help 
 Model Coordination 
 Cost 
 BIM 360  

  

API Documentation 
 

 BIM 360 API (Note: Model Coordination and Cost API *will be* under BIM 360 when 
released as public beta) 

 forge.autodesk.com - Forge developer portal 
 

Related Forge API Topic from AU 2017/2018 Classes 
 Moving to Forge and the Cloud with Your Existing .NET Experience, by Augusto Goncalves. 

DevCon 2018.  
 Brining SharePoint and BIM 360 Together, by Shaili Modi. AU 2018. 
 New BIM 360 APIs to Empower Your Design and Construction Workflows, by Xiaodong 

Liang, Mikako Harada and Augusto Goncalves. DevCon 2018.    
 Demystifying the BIM 360 and Forge APIs, by Mikako Harada. DevCon 2017 
 Integrating Forge Data Management API with Other Storage Providers – DevCon 2017 by 

Augusto GoncalvesS 
 FORGEing Ahead: Extending BIM 360 Docs to Enhance Workflows for Document 

Management- AU 2017 by Grant Dott 
 BIM 360 and API for a Connected Construction Ecosystem – DevCon 2017 by Manu 

Venugopal 
 Using Forge and Connected Data in Construction Workflows – AU 2017 by Mark Stocks 

 

Forge Resource - General  
 

o Web: https://forge.autodesk.com  
o Learning Resources 

o LearnForge Tutorials: https://forge.autodesk.com/LearnForge  
o GitHub: https://forge.autodesk.com/GitHub  
o AR/VR Toolkit: https://forge.autodesk.com/ARVRToolkit  
o Accelerator: https://forge.autodesk.com/accelerator  

 
o Questions  

o Get Help:  https://forge.autodesk.com/en/support/get-help 
o Stack Overflow: https://forge.autodesk.com/Stack 
o https://fieldofviewblog.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/where-to-get-help-about-forge/ 

 
o Community 
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o Twitter: @AutodeskForge @SimonBee4 @mikako_harada 
o Facebook @AdskForge 
o Videos and slides https://forge.autodesk.com/api/videos-slides/ 
o Blog: https://forge.autodesk.com/blog 

o Blog: https://fieldofviewblog.wordpress.com/  
 
  


